
Digital & Social 
Strategy



VISION

Each Sonic Automotive dealership is the top of mind destination for car 
shopping, research, and higher standards in vehicle purchase. Each 
dealership’s tone will convey friendly down to earth knowledge about 
cultural events, sports, vacations, road trips as well as automotive 
recreation and vehicle knowledge. Sonic Automotive’s promise is that 
every guest visit will leave you feeling like a happy driver.



Primary Objective
To build relationships with car owners and shoppers by creating an easy 
and exciting car buying experience through higher standards, guest 
empowerment and information accessibility. 

Secondary Objective
Increase brand awareness for the Sonic Automotive experience, and the 
down-to-earth easy approach to vehicle ownership as a lifestyle.



Demographics UNDERSTANDING THE AUDIENCE

In today’s digital, socially-connected world, the automotive customer journey spans multiple business 
interactions, from auto manufacturers to dealer networks and individual dealers.

The new generation of car shopper is searching for a dealership as much as they are searching for a car.

80%of shoppers considering purchasing a new vehicle will seek out information 
about dealerships — not just inventory — during their shopping process.
- Cars.com



Demographics DEMOGRAPHICS INSIGHTS

Sonic Automotive’s audience is very broad, and key performing segments will be defined by 
geolocation. As a general overview, the audience will be a wide gamete of car owners and 
shoppers between 25-54.

�
A key behavior of this audience across all segments is a focus on online research.
�
As mobile and online usage have increased social messaging should facilitate user research, 
interaction and build a community of brand advocates for the Sonic Automotive experience.
�
When it comes to new-car sales, differentiating the Sonic Automotive brand online is key. 
�


Shoppers considering purchasing a new vehicle are nearly 1.5x more 

likely to search inventory by dealer and 60% more likely to visit the 

dealership profile page than used-car shoppers.

-”Have You Met the New Car Shopper?” Cars.com 2013 Shopper Insights



DEMOGRAPHICS INSIGHTS

We have structured 2 Digital + Social campaigns that reach different demographics with 
a message more suited to their buying practices and concerns.

SHOPPERS AGE:

25-34
SHOPPERS AGE:

35-55+



Campaigns for all demographics will be planned in a way that directs all traffic to a single landing page. 
Digital materials will hyperlink to the page, and traditional media should mention the page in a simple, 

easy to remember way eg. site.com/page



Demographics 25–34: It’s business as unusual

• Aimed at shoppers aged 25-34.
• Primarily for social, black and white images with red contrast will catch attention in   

  various newsfeeds.
• The unusual photography plays off the headline and will peak people’s interest.

• Copy used with the images will talk about the Sonic Experience, highlighting 
  everything different than other dealers.



Demographics Sponsored Social Ads

With paid social ads we can target our 25-34 demographic through Facebook and 
Instagram. Using the unique imagery to catch the shoppers attention the copy then 

goes into detail about the Sonic Experience. Once clicked these ads will direct to a 
landing page with more details and information.



Demographics Animated Display Ads

Frame 1 Frame 2



Demographics Website Slider



Demographics Landing Page

The landing page will be the single point 

of all traffic in this campaign. The page 

contains copy that goes more in depth 

about the Sonic Automotive Experience, 

describing what sets this store apart from 

it’s competitors. 



The landing page will also contain a video 

that expands more on the information in 

the copy. Giving more insight into what 

customers can expect from shopping at 

this store, as well as showing that visually. 

The video will end by prompting the 

viewer to complete on of the calls to 

action on the page. Either “click shop now” 

or “fill out the form to talk to an experience 

guide



Demographics 35-55+: Car Buying History

• Aimed at shoppers aged 35-55+. These are people who have purchased more 
   vehicles and are familiar with the ‘typical’ car buying experience.

• Expanding on the original ‘museum’ idea, this will be a solely digital campaign 
   enabling us to show longer videos that focus more on humor.

• Primarily for social. Is intended to be shared by viewers in their own social networks.
• Copy will be informative of the Sonic Automotive Experience, but primarily is meant 

   to be something fun that encourages people to share.




Demographics Video – Shared on all social networks

The core of this campaign will be the video. This will be a longer version of the original. 
Focused on the museum concept and highlighting the humor in the ‘typical’ car buying 

experience. The video will finish with information on the Sonic Automotive Experience.



Demographics Sponsored Social Ads

With paid social ads we can target our 35-55+ demographic through Facebook and Instagram. 
The artwork shows various images associated with the ‘typical’ car buying experience as old 

art hanging in a gallery. This illustrates the museum concept in a static image way. The images 
will link to the landing page containing the video



Demographics Social Posts

A big part of this campaign will be sharing non-sponsored posts on the store’s social media 
accounts. These will use the TBT (Throw Back Thursday) hashtag further expanding on the 

idea of this being the old way of buying a car. Posts will also link to the video landing page.



Demographics Animated Display Ads

Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3



Demographics Website Slider



Demographics Landing Page

The landing page will be the single point 

of all traffic in this campaign. The page 

contains the full video for the museum 

campaign which will encourage users to 

share the page, and gives an alternative to 

only sharing the video on Youtube.



Copy on the page goes more in depth 

about the Sonic Automotive Experience 

and encourages users to follow through 

on a call to action. The video will also end 

on a prompt to the user and mention the 

vehicle offer on the page.



Online News 
Native Advertising 
A new frontier in digital marketing, posting advertorials 
about customer satisfaction with less aggressive 
dealers, how the car buying process has changed. 
Other content can focus on what makes the car buying 
experience most enjoyable. A wider campaign might 
focus on dealership technology that is changing car 
buying, and could be featured on Mashable or another 
wider audience site. 

Native Advertising KPI’s 
• Referral Traffic 
• Impressions 
• Comments 
• Sharing 
• Leads from Native Ad Sources 
• EMW: Estimated Minutes Watched 

Native Ads

A new frontier in digital marketing, studies show consumers are more receptive to, and more inclined 

to share, native advertising content.

25%more likely to look at a native ad than at a banner, and they look at 
them 53 percent more frequently. They check native ads out 4.1 times 
per session on average, versus 2.7 times for banners. 

Consumers are

70%of individuals want to learn about products through content rather than 
through traditional advertising.

53%higher with native ads.

Purchase intent is



Online News 
Native Advertising 
A new frontier in digital marketing, posting advertorials 
about customer satisfaction with less aggressive 
dealers, how the car buying process has changed. 
Other content can focus on what makes the car buying 
experience most enjoyable. A wider campaign might 
focus on dealership technology that is changing car 
buying, and could be featured on Mashable or another 
wider audience site. 

Native Advertising KPI’s 
• Referral Traffic 
• Impressions 
• Comments 
• Sharing 
• Leads from Native Ad Sources 
• EMW: Estimated Minutes Watched 

Proposed Native Ads
Car Buying History Campaign

• Why everything you hate about car buying is history

• Meet the company who’ve created a new way to buy cars

• 10 things that you hate about buying a car, and how to fix them

Proposed Native Ads 
Sonic Automotive Experience

• How [Dealer Name] has Changed Car Shopping Forever

• The One Thing You Need To Do Next Time You Buy a Car

• Meet the Technologies Powering the Next Generation of Car Shopping

• How to Take the Pain Out of Buying a Car in [geolocation]



Social Strategy



Demographics Approach

The Sonic Automotive experience is new, and different. From the ground up, it’s a human experience that 
connects car shoppers to real people. Social interactions should reflect this by occasionally posting the name 
of a team member as a point-of-contact. 
�
Each dealership’s social strategy is customized to be engaging, open, friendly and guest-oriented. The primary 
goal of Sonic Automotive’s social channels is to build relationships, and redefine the relationship between car 
shoppers and their vehicle search.

Voice

Our voice is friendly, conversational, sometimes witty but never sarcastic. We’re always excited to share our 
knowledge of cars, the community and the open road.
�
Just think of us as that good natured friend down the street who’s always concerned with your well-being, your 
comfort, your happiness and of course, the car you drive.



Content Mix Overview

80% Branded Content
�
The Sonic Automotive Story at [Dealer Name]- Staff photography and stories, images of the dealership and amenities, service offerings, 
inventory, employee profiles and technician tips- always associated with a human voice/face.
�
The Sonic Automotive Experience- Company values, branded images, helpful tone, focuses on the Sonic Automotive experience and the 
results of that experience.
�
Happy Owners-  Monthly posts that feature Happy Drivers. Ideally, these posts feature a mini video 
of the owner at the time of purchase and follow them around in their life, with imagery of the vehicle 
they purchased  as part of their life.

20% Lifestyle
�
Explore- Highly local, insider content that highlights things and places to experience. (Food, events, �
outdoor activities, music, and insightful articles about the geolocation and popular lifestyles)
�
The Open Road-  Posts featuring local roads and driving locales, road trip ideas, travel tips, and other information related to the vehicle 
ownership lifestyle. Real-time commentary on weather, road conditions, or any "talk-of-the-town" event that might influence the local driving 
experience.
�
#Gearheads- For people who love cars. Compelling, highly shareable imagery of cars and the things that make them noteworthy and cool. 
Posts are not meant to be sales-y, but highlight the things that make cars great and share the brand’s passion for these vehicles.



We suggest a mix of original and curated content. 1 post/day. No more than 6 posts/week.

We suggest a mix of original and curated content. 2 posts/day. Content should focus on live traffic 
updates, weather, in addition to the content mix established for the overall brand. We suggest 1-2 
hashtags per post. More than 2 hashtags sees a large decrease in engagement.

Original content, some curated content. 1 post/day.

A mix of original and curated content. 1 post/day.

Original content put together for each dealership. We suggest 1-2 videos per month. YouTube video 
engagement is growing and it’s an excellent tool for expanding an online community.

Channel Strategy



Original and curated content 3-5 posts/week. When you are using Pinterest for your business, it is important 
to use proper classification to make it simple and easier for the users to browse your boards. The best way is 
to create multiple boards to segregate the content by category so that relevant content can be kept together.

Our Proposed Boards:
�
Explore [Location]- Local Performances, Artists, and general music history from the geographic area of the 
dealership. The dealer should be a source of insight, friendly advice, and some local history and trivia, to 
convey the sense that though new, they are grounded in the community. 20% of posts on this board should be 
branded with a dealer logo/feature dealership history.
�
#Gearheads- Like other social networks, the focus is on cars and what makes them great, but it can also 
feature drivers, details of vehicles and the people that drive them. 20% of posts on this board should be 
branded.
�
The Open Road-  Posts featuring local roads and driving locales, road trip ideas, travel tips, and other 
information related to the vehicle ownership lifestyle. Real-time commentary on weather, road conditions, or 
any "talk-of-the-town" event that might influence the local driving experience. Up to 40% of the posts on this 
board can be branded with the Sonic Automotive “The Open Road” tagline/brand mark.
�
The Sonic Automotive Experience- Company values, branded images, helpful tone, focuses on the Sonic 
Automotive experience and the results of that experience. Posts on this board should highlight technology, the 
true-price and feature infographics, and other imagery that conveys the ease of the car buying experience with 
Sonic Automotive.
�
Happy Owners-  Posts that feature Happy Drivers. Ideally, these posts feature a mini video of a previous buyer 
from the store at the time of purchase. These can link to video and other content that promotes the idea that a 
Sonic owner is a happy owner.



Channel Strategy



Social KPI’s



• Reach- This is an impression based performance statistic. 

• Page impressions growth

• Follower Growth- Organic and Paid

• Demographics & Locations of Audience (Since the dealership wants to be utra-local, the location 

based demographic is a key indicator of performance)

�

�

• Engagement- This is a measurement of clicks, likes shares and other forms of post engagement.

Likes and Shares

Comments

Comment response rate (as a social friendly brand with an emphasis on being helpful, the 

brand's social properties should have an 85% response rate to comments and mentions)

Facebook KPI’s



• Impressions
Follower Growth- Organic and Paid
�
• Engagement-
@ replies
Retweets
�
• Traffic-
Social Referral Traffic

Twitter KPI’s

• Followers (new, lost, growth)
• Total Media (new media over the past month, photo vs. video)
• Likes (new, total)
• Total Reach (organic, paid)
• Impressions (organic, paid)
• Engagement rate (love, talk, spread)

Instagram KPI’s



• Pins
• Pinners
• Repins
• Impressions
• Clicks
• Engagement rate

Pinterest KPI’s

• Followers
• Views
• Posts
• “+1”
• Comments
• Mentions
• Re-shares
• Referral Traffic

Google+ KPI’s



• Subscribers
• Views (organic, paid)
• Likes & Dislikes
• Comments
• Sharing
• Source of playback (mobile, embedded, etc.)
• EMW: Estimated Minutes Watched

Youtube KPI’s



Reputation Management



Yelp Reviews are at 2.5 stars out of 5. We suggest a campaign to increase positive 
reviews on the site to improve the dealer’s reputation.
�
As recently as November 6th 2014 a 1 star review was left. The response by the 
company was curt and professional, but did not create an overwhelming sense of 
reassurance or trust.
�
The previous review left in August highlights that the dealer spams customers. The 
response by the dealer is reassuring and provides a resolution 

Yelp



Social Content Calendar
Jan 1st – Jan 16th



Online News 
Native Advertising 
A new frontier in digital marketing, posting advertorials 
about customer satisfaction with less aggressive 
dealers, how the car buying process has changed. 
Other content can focus on what makes the car buying 
experience most enjoyable. A wider campaign might 
focus on dealership technology that is changing car 
buying, and could be featured on Mashable or another 
wider audience site. 

Native Advertising KPI’s 
• Referral Traffic 
• Impressions 
• Comments 
• Sharing 
• Leads from Native Ad Sources 
• EMW: Estimated Minutes Watched 


Facebook:
Here's to roads as open as your possibilities, Happy New Year from Town and Country Toyota.
Image: To Open Roads (image of an open road, branded in the Sonic Automotive style)

Twitter:
Here's to roads as open as your possibilities, Happy New Year from Town and Country Toyota #NewYear #Adventure
Image: To Open Roads (image of an open road, branded in the Sonic Automotive style)

Looking for a way to make the most of New Years' Day? Get out there #Charlotte and check out these 50 free things you can do!
http://clclt.com/charlotte/EventSearch?narrowByDate=2015-01-01

Instagram:
Start something new #Charlotte. Here's to roads as open as your possibilities, Happy New Year from Town and Country Toyota. #NewYear 
#CarShopping #Cars #NewCar #Trucks #InstaCool#InstaGood #InstaDaily #NewEra #SonicAutomotive#Toyota #Smile #InstaCar #CarGramm 
#Changes
Image: To Open Roads (image of an open road, branded in the Sonic Automotive style)

Pinterest:
Here's to roads as open as your possibilities, Happy New Year from  Town and Country Toyota.
Board: The Open Road- Photograph of mountains that says Happy New Year. #OpenRoads


Google+:
Happy New Year, Charlotte. Here's to roads as open as your possibilities from all your friends at  Town and Country Toyota.
Image: To Open Roads (image of an open road, branded in the Sonic Automotive style)

Thursday January 1- Sonic Automotive Story



Friday January 2- Explore Charlotte

Facebook:
Good morning to the Queen City. The weather is [live weather update], and we hope you’re ready to make the most of it. Happy Friday, Charlotte. #TGIF
Image: Charlotte Skyline with weather information overlay

Twitter:
It’s the first Friday of 2015, #Charlotte. See what's going on in your neighborhood.
Link: http://www.charlottesgotalot.com/events#1|10|10|s77||20150101|20150103||||undefined||0

Here’s a little fun for your Friday, 25 ways you know you’re from Charlotte. #TGIF 
Link: http://www.buzzfeed.com/readcommentbackwards/25-ways-to-know-you-live-in-charlotte-dmjk

Instagram:
The weather is [live weather update], and we hope you’re ready to make the most of it. Happy Friday, #Charlotte. Enjoy the weekend! #TGIF #Cars 
#NewCar #Trucks #InstaCool #InstaGood #InstaDaily #SonicAutomotive #Toyota #Smile #InstaCar #CarGramm 

Pinterest: Board- Explore Charlotte

Image: Desaturated image of Charlotte Skyline - Overlay: The History of Charlotte Part 1
Copy: Ever wondered how Charlotte history unfolded? Charlotte magazine has a series of stories on the history of the Queen City unfolding right now.  
#history #Charlotte #QC
Link:  http://www.charlottemagazine.com/Charlotte-Magazine/May-2014/The-Story-of-Charlotte-Part-1-Parcel-of-Blockheads/

Google+:
It’s the first Friday of 2015, Charlotte. See what's going on in your neighborhood. #TGIF
Link: http://www.charlottesgotalot.com/events#1|10|10|s77||20150101|20150103||||undefined||0



Monday January 5- Inside Town and Country Toyota
Facebook:
Tired of being dragged across the lot to see cars you don’t want? Our interactive Imagine Bar lets you take control of your search. Compare and find 
your perfect match without ever leaving the lounge.
Image: Interactive Imagine Bar with Sonic Automotive brand graphic elements. Overlay Text: Overcome Ordinary

Twitter:
Looking for a car should be easy. That’s why #carbuying looks & feels different at www.TownandCountryToyota.com 
Image: Interactive Imagine Bar with Sonic Automotive brand graphic elements. Overlay Text: Overcome Ordinary

Think car buying has to be business as usual? Think again. http://www.townandcountrytoyota.com/about 

Instagram:
Looking for your perfect car shouldn’t be a hassle, or stress you out. Break away from the ordinary, and discover life after dealerships. At Town and 
Country Toyota, it’s business as unusual.  #Cars #NewCar #Trucks #InstaCool #InstaGood #InstaDaily #SonicAutomotive #Toyota #Smile #InstaCar 
#CarGramm #NewEra Link: http://www.townandcountrytoyota.com/experience 
Image: Interactive Imagine Bar with Sonic Automotive brand graphic elements.
Overlay Text: Overcome Ordinary

Pinterest: Board- The Sonic Experience
Copy: Ordinary car shopping is a thing of the past. Our interactive Imagine Bar lets you take control of your search. Compare and find your perfect match 
without ever leaving the lounge.
Image: Interactive Imagine Bar with Sonic Automotive brand graphic elements. Overlay Text: Overcome Ordinary

Google+:
Looking for your perfect car shouldn’t be a hassle. Break away from the ordinary, and discover life after dealerships at Town and Country Toyota. Every 
car deserves a happy owner, and every owner deserves their perfect match. http://www.townandcountrytoyota.com/experience
Image: Interactive Imagine Bar with Sonic Automotive brand graphic elements.
Overlay Text: Overcome Ordinary



Tuesday January 6- Happy Owners

Facebook:
Happy drivers have more time to enjoy the open road. Get in, out, and on with adventure. #LetsGoPlaces
Image: Toyota Camry

Twitter:
Make a resolution to find #TheOne this year at Town and Country Toyota.
Image: Interior of the dealership with people smiling. Overlay text: “Where happy owners come to drive.” Logo.

Happy drivers have more time to enjoy the open road. Get in, out, and on with adventure. #LetsGoPlaces
Image: Toyota Camry

Instagram:
It’s a brand new year, make a brand new start with us. Find The One this year at Town and Country Toyota. #LetsGoPlaces #NewCar 
#Trucks #InstaCool #InstaGood #CarRepair #SonicAutomotive #Toyota #Smile
Image: Interior of the dealership with people smiling. Overlay text: “Where happy owners come to drive.” Logo.

Google+:
Happy drivers have more time to enjoy the open road. Your time is important to us. Get in, out, and on with adventure. #LetsGoPlaces
Image: Toyota Camry



Wednesday January 7- #Gearheads/Happy Owners
Facebook:
Caring for your car is a lot like caring for yourself: Regular check-ups are imperative to stay healthy. At Town and Country Toyota, our technicians are 
specifically trained to care for your car, while our comfortable guest lounge is designed to care for you.
Image: Open Road - Overlay: “Nothing behind me, everything ahead of me, as is ever so on the road.”  ― Jack Kerouac

Twitter:
At Town and Country Toyota you can #TalktotheTech as repairs happen. No hidden costs, or surprise repairs: 
http://www.townandcountrytoyota.com/parts-and-service  Image: Service Tech smiling

Everyone deserves a reliable ride, and a great drive. Toyota is still the most reliable car in the world.
Link: http://fortune.com/2014/10/27/want-to-drive-the-worlds-most-reliable-car-try-a-toyota/ 

Instagram:
Caring for your car is a lot like caring for yourself: Regular check-ups and a little pampering go a long way. Let the techs handle the work, while you give 
yourself a rest. #Cars #Lounge #NewCar #Trucks #InstaCool #InstaGood #CarRepair #SonicAutomotive #Toyota #Smile #InstaCar 
Image: Open Road Overlay: “Nothing behind me, everything ahead of me, as is ever so on the road.”  ― Jack Kerouac

Pinterest: Board- The Open Road
Caring for your car is a lot like caring for yourself: Regular check-ups and a little pampering go a long way. Keep your vehicle running like new and save 
yourself some money at the same time. Let the techs handle the work, while you give yourself a rest.
Image: Open Road - Overlay: “Nothing behind me, everything ahead of me, as is ever so on the road.”  ― Jack Kerouac

Google+:
Caring for your car is a lot like caring for yourself: Regular check-ups are imperative to stay healthy. At Town and Country Toyota, our technicians care 
for your car, while our comfortable guest lounge is designed to care for you.
Image: Open Road - Overlay: “Nothing behind me, everything ahead of me, as is ever so on the road.”  ― Jack Kerouac



Thursday January 8- The Sonic Automotive Story

Facebook:
Remember when you had to fill out form after form to buy a car? No more. At Town and Country Toyota, we're making time-wasting paperwork history. 
You should see how: http://www.townandcountrytoyota.com/experience
Image: Salesman with paperwork in the style of the museum campaign.

Twitter:
You're going places, we get that. At Town and Country Toyota, time-wasting paperwork is #history: 
Image: Experience guide and a guest with a tablet, smiling.
Link: http://www.townandcountrytoyota.com/experience

Saving on service is important to you and you're important to us. Get back on the open road faster:
Link: http://www.townandcountrytoyota.com/parts-and-service
Image: composite of person smiling and the service center at the dealership

Instagram:
You're going places, we get that. At Town and Country Toyota, time-wasting paperwork is history: Link: http://www.townandcountrytoyota.com/
experience #experience #adventure #letsgoplaces #NewEra #Toyota
Image: Experience guide and a guest with a tablet, smiling.

Google+:
Remember when you had to fill out form after form to buy a car? No more. At Town and Country Toyota, we're making time-wasting paperwork history. 
You should see how: http://www.townandcountrytoyota.com/experience



Friday January 9- Explore Charlotte

Facebook:
Wherever you go, make it count. Happy cars, happy owners, happy Friday! Enjoy the weekend #Charlotte! #TGIF
Image: Wherever you go, go with all your heart.- Confucius // Charlotte or North Carolina with Road

Twitter:
Every journey deserves passion... #wherewillyougo #MyQCDrive
Image: Wherever you go, go with all your heart.- Confucius // Charlotte or North Carolina with Road
Link: http://www.townandcountrytoyota.com/experience

Go ahead, treat yourself to a night on the town. Here’s a small sample of things to do tonight! 
Link: http://www.charlottesgotalot.com/business-listings/10///1/20150109/20150111 

Instagram:
No matter where you go, be brave, take chances, and live free. #Adventure #LetsGoPlaces
Image: Wherever you go, go with all your heart.- Confucius // Charlotte or North Carolina with Road


Google+:
A car should be about the journey and the destination. It's about getting there, and enjoying the moments along the way. 
Image: Wherever you go, go with all your heart.- Confucius // Charlotte or North Carolina with Road



Monday January 12- Inside Town and Country Toyota

Facebook:
At our interactive Imagine Bar, your imagination is the limit.  Search, compare and find your perfect vehicle match in next to no time.
Image: Imagine Bar
Link: http://www.townandcountrytoyota.com/Find-Vehicle#?SortBy=HighestPrice&InventoryType=New&Makes=Toyota&StartPage=1 

Twitter:
Your time is valuable. Enjoy one-on-one service and technology that gets you in your #NewCar fast. http://www.townandcountrytoyota.com/experience 
Image: Imagine Bar

Every day is an opportunity to discover something new. Pay close attention to your journeys on the open road. #Travel 
Image: Open Road “All journeys have secret destinations of which the traveler is unaware.” -Martin Buber

Instagram:
Every day is an opportunity to discover something new. Pay close attention to your journeys on the open road. #Travel  #experience #adventure 
#letsgoplaces #Charlotte #NewEra #PicOfTheDay #InstaDaily #CarShopping #LetsGoPlaces #InstaGood #Cars #Trucks #Auto #SonicAutomotive
Image: The Open Road // Overlay: “All journeys have secret destinations of which the traveler is unaware.” -Martin Buber

Google+:
At our interactive Imagine Bar, your imagination is the limit.  Search, compare and find your perfect vehicle match in next to no time.
Image: Imagine Bar
Link: http://www.townandcountrytoyota.com/experience 



Tuesday January 13- The Sonic Automotive Story

Facebook:
What makes car buying better?  How about working with one person who cares? At Town and Country Toyota, one helpful guide will support your 
search for the perfect match. See what else we have to offer our customers at TownandCountryToyota.com
Image: Interior of the dealership with people smiling. Overlay text: “Where happy owners come to drive.”

Twitter:
Feel the difference from the moment you walk in the door. Experience life #AfterDealerships.  http://www.townandcountrytoyota.com/ 
Image: Interior of the dealership with people smiling. Overlay text: “Where happy owners come to drive.”

Love the Tar-Heel state? So does @Buzzfeed with this list of 38 sings you’re from North Carolina. 
Link: http://www.buzzfeed.com/jamisond/38-signs-youre-from-north-carolina-7fxd#.xyJlv9OwW 

Instagram:
What makes car buying better?  How about working with one person who cares? At Town and Country Toyota, one helpful guide will support your 
search for the perfect match. #Cars #Lounge #NewCar #Trucks #InstaCool #InstaGood #CarRepair #SonicAutomotive #Toyota #Smile #InstaCar 
Image: Interior of the dealership with people smiling. Overlay text: “Where happy owners come to drive.”

Pinterest: Board- The Sonic Experience
What makes car buying better?  How about working with one person who cares? At Town and Country Toyota, one helpful guide will support your 
search for the perfect match. 
Image: Lifestyle imagery of people smiling. Overlay text: “Where happy owners come to drive.”

Google+:
What makes car buying better?  How about working with one person who cares? At Town and Country Toyota, one helpful guide will support your 
search for the perfect match. Get all the details and more at: TownandCountryToyota.com
Image: Interior of the dealership with people smiling. Overlay text: “Where happy owners come to drive.”



Wednesday January 14- The Open Road
Facebook:
Fact: North Carolina has the largest state-maintained highway system in the United States. The state's highway system currently has 
77,400 miles of roads. Image: The Open Road

Twitter:
What if you acted the same way in public as you do in the privacy of your #car? @Buzzfeed has your answer: http://www.buzzfeed.com/
caitlincowie/if-we-acted-at-work-like-we-act-in-our-cars 

Reason 231 why we love driving in #Charlotte: Views like this. Use #MyQCDrive & show us yours.[IMAGE LINK]
Image: Charlotte skyline with road

Instagram:
Fact: North Carolina has the largest state-maintained highway system in the United States. The state's highway system currently has 
77,400 miles of roads. #Cars #Adventure #MilesofSmiles #NewCar #Trucks #InstaCool #InstaGood #SonicAutomotive #Toyota #InstaCar 
Image: The Open Road

Pinterest: Board- The Sonic Experience
North Carolina’s highway system currently has 77,400 miles of roads. #Cars #Adventure #MilesofSmiles #NewCar #Trucks #Toyota 
#NorthCarolina Image: The Open Road.

Google+:
Fact: North Carolina has the largest state-maintained highway system in the United States. The state's highway system currently has 
77,400 miles of roads. Image: The Open Road



Thursday January 15- In the Community

Facebook:
It's National Mentor Appreciation Day!  Have a mentor you want to thank? Let us know! Express your gratitude on social media with a message and use 
#SomeoneWhoMatters and #MentoringWorks. You can always pass on what you received by becoming a mentor to a young person in our community.
Image: Lifestyle- People smiling, preferably with children

Twitter:
It's National Mentor Appreciation Day! Express your gratitude with a message and use #SomeoneWhoMatters
Image: Lifestyle- People smiling, preferably with children

Looking for a way to make an impact in someone’s life? Get out there and become a mentor!  #MentoringWorks
http://www.bbbscharlotte.org/site/c.7gLMK5MKLgIUF/b.6422621/k.EE39/Home_Page.htm 

Instagram:
It’s a beautiful day to make a positive impact in someone’s life. Be someone who matters in the life of #SomeoneWhoMatters in our community. 
#MakeADifference #PositiveImpact #Mentoring
Image: Lifestyle- People smiling, preferably with children

Pinterest:
It's National Mentor Appreciation Day!  Have a mentor you want to thank? Let us know, so we can pin them to our mentor board!
Board: Charlotteans Taking the High Road - People from Charlotte who are making a positive impact. These people can be pulled from local news and 
be suggested by guests as a way to build an ongoing feel-good campaign.

Google+:
It's National Mentor Appreciation Day!  Have a mentor you want to thank? Let us know! Express your gratitude on social media with a message and use 
#SomeoneWhoMatters and #MentoringWorks. You can always pass on what you received by becoming a mentor to a young person in our community.

Image: Lifestyle- People smiling, preferably with children



Friday January 16- Happy Owners

Facebook:
At Town and Country Toyota, we believe every car deserves a happy owner. From the latest technology to one-on-one support, you’ll find a hundred new 
reasons to get happy with every visit.
Image: Lifestyle of happy owners

Twitter:
Need a new car? Easy shopping. Fair prices. Town and Country Toyota is where #Charlotte goes to find a ride. www.townandcountrytoyota.com
 
At Town and Country Toyota, we believe every car deserves a happy owner. #GetHappy with us.
Image: Lifestyle of happy owners

Instagram:
At Town and Country Toyota, we believe every car deserves a happy owner. #GetHappy with us. #NewCar #Toyota #NewEra #SonicAutomotive
Image: Lifestyle of happy owners

Google+:
There’s no reason to stress at Town and Country Toyota. We believe every car deserves a happy owner. From the latest technology to one-on-one 
support, you’ll find a new reason to smile with every visit.
Image: Lifestyle of happy owners


